STEM Graduate Student Outreach
A Pilot Event Series
Emily Hart - STEM Librarian, Syracuse University
Partnerships

» **ASEE & ECS-GSO**
  - Jointly funded events
  - Library contributed small amount
  - Looking for event ideas

» **SU STEM Library graduate student**
  - Event advertising
  - Event preparation (e.g. printing, signage)
  - Event registration and feedback
Grad Events Pilot Series

» **Speed Dating the Research Experts**
  ▪ Social event introducing research services

» **Research Roundtable 1**
  ▪ Intro to Library Resources & Services

» **Research Roundtable 2**
  ▪ Data Tools & Publishing Support

» **Research Roundtable 3**
  ▪ Career Resources & Funding Opportunities
SU GSO - Service Provider

GSO Budget 2017-18

- Non-Departmental Student Orgs, $5,100.00
- Special Programming, $31,308.77
- Departmental Student Orgs, $50,040.00
- GSO Programming, $30,500.00
- Travel Grant, $50,000.00
- Executive Compensation, $55,500.00
- Grad School Payment, $12,000.00
- NAGPS Travel, $2,500.00
- Service Providers, $167,082.86
- GSO Operating Expenses, $6,750.00
Take-Away’s

» Grad student groups are looking for event ideas and people to partner with

» Grad student groups sometimes get discounts on campus

» Planning becomes difficult when relying on funding and planning from other groups

» Investigate GSO funding options
  ▪ Become a service provider or apply for special programming funds

» SU grad students preferred evening events

» Have a target audience in mind
  ▪ new graduate students vs. midcareer, masters vs. PhD

» Recurring vs. special topics

» Investigate hiring a grad student to help plan/run events
  ▪ SU GSO likes to fund grad student hiring

» Partner with other offices that offer grad services
  ▪ Pull them into your events and you’ll start getting pulled into theirs

» Use online registration forms
  ▪ generates a list to use for reminders, feedback surveys, advertising future events